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Abstract:
This thesis is an attempt to understand the relationship of my art to nature and my sense of rootlessness.

I have been imprinted by the places I have lived in yet disconnected from them as well. I am often situated

on the ‘other side’ and as my perspective has learned to shift between the global and the local, between the
outsider and insider gaze, I have come to describe this ability as being ‘rootless’. I believe this condition is

more common in America, the country of immigrants than anywhere else. Our memories are often re-told
in the form of stories as an act of preservation, and a desire to be understood. I have only been able to

experience a sense of belonging by being in nature and feeling a connection to its essence or symbolism, its
visual characteristics, and natural materials. My work explores how nature is a testament to time and to
our identities with their vulnerability and fluidity.

Torda

I grew up with a mix of three cultures without ever having a time when I only belonged to one. My

parents were born in a Transylvanian village. Transylvania is a region in Romania that used to belong to
Hungary before it got annexed during World War II. A large portion of its population is still ethnically
Hungarian, including both my parents' families. They grew up during a communist dictatorship. Right

after collapse of communism they moved towards the West, to Hungary, and settled in a city there. Since

they had the same native language, they did not feel the need to change their citizenship. Therefore, I was
born in Hungary with a Romanian passport. While growing up I spent all my summers in Transylvania

with my grandparents and felt more connected to it as a place or ‘motherland’. However, my Hungarian
did not match the local dialect and I did not speak Romanian at all, making it very apparent I was not
from there. We moved to the United States when I was fifteen. I was young enough where I could

assimilate to the culture yet old enough where I would always have an accent and be foreign. I am without
roots.

Folk culture and craft are very important in Transylvanian culture. One of my favorite folk
stories is the origin story of a local geological feature, Torda Gorge.

It happened a long time ago, in the land of Transylvania, that the great Hungarian king,

Saint Laszlo, who had never been defeated, was surrounded by his enemies on all sides. He had
no choice but to retreat. As he urged his horse to gallop across the flat plateau of the Torda

Mountains he could hear the thunder of hooves closing in on him. He urged his horse to go as
fast as he could but to no avail. At wit's end, he raised his eyes to the skies and cried out: “O

Lord, help me!” Suddenly, the mountain split in half, and a gorge–a great gaping hole–formed
behind him, cutting off his enemy. The Kunok were left stranded on one side, with Laszlo on
the other.

While this might seem like just a silly fairy tale, I look upon this torn apart mountain as a

powerful symbol. Although the mighty king was saved from his adversaries his victory occurred
outside of his effort and involved a sacrifice of alteration. The landscape could never go back to
what it was for there was now a gap too wide to jump. His place of origin has changed and he
was separated from it. There was both a physical and a mental barrier between it and his new
environment.

I have only visited Torda once, during my last trip to

Transylvania now almost twenty years ago, but it endures for me as a
place of wonder. It has been written about by many authors,

including the novelist Mor Jokai. Looking at it from afar it is an

imposing gateway that rises unexpectedly, suggesting a portal to the
unknown. The two sides look harmonious yet straining “as if a

mighty mountain chain had been rendered asunder from ridge to

base, leaving the opposing sides of the gorge rugged and precipitous,
but matching each other with a rude harmony of detail most curious
to behold.” (Jokai)

Yet standing within the walls of the gorge offers a different

feeling–the illusion of grandeur shifts–to one of shelter. The opening

folds inward, with the walls undulating as if they are participating in a
strange dance. Light pours through and disappears into caves. While
diminished in scale, the feeling is also that of being enveloped, as

Jokai describes, it is like the “groined arches of a cathedral.” You feel
protected, but very small and vulnerable.

Rocks
My grandparents lived on a hill, but to my childhood self it might as well have been Mount

Everest. There was a swing on which I would spend hours and hours looking down into the

valley, onto fields of green, as the sheep grazed, and the harvest was brought in. I would swing
my legs back and forth as hard as I could and feel like a bird.

According to another legend about about King Saint Laszlo, he was once able to turn

gold into rock. During a battle, as the King and his soldiers were almost upon their enemy, the
Kunok, their leader got a clever idea. He let go of his satchel and threw gold coins on the

ground. Laszlo’s soldiers started to slow down to pick them up. But upon Laszlo’s prayer,

Providence intervened, and the shiny gold coins slowly changed to rocks one by one. I wonder
if they are still there?

Rocks and mountains are great testaments. They have been there for so long and they will

be there for longer still, largely unchanging in essence, yet decorated with living things that

breath and moves and always evolves. Looking upward at mountains, you are but a tiny creature
but standing on their peaks you may take a deep breath and imagine yourself a conqueror.

Oltarko (or Pulpit Rock) is a summit in the Carpathian Mountains, Transylvania. As one

travels the scenic route on these mountains, Oltarko comes up right after a bend in the road and
makes your breath catch with its size. It changes the landscape and shifts your peripheral vision
upwards from the humble trees. The first time I saw it I noticed the crosses placed on the

summit. Upon asking my parents’ about them I got my answer–they are mementos for those
who tried to climb it but could not reach the top.

Memories and Stories
The te ure of memories and the te ure of dreams are curiously similar: an intense

combination of a freedom verging on randomness and a speciﬁcity that feels oneiric.
–Teju Cole

Part of what compels us to think and talk about experiences

and attach stories to them is a need for preservation. Numerous
studies show that when someone talks about past events they
have a much better chance of remembering them. Stories we

rehearse are “protected, at least partially, from transience; those
that we don’t ponder or mention tend to fade more quickly.”
(Schacter 31)

For me, the act of re-telling the story of Torda involved having to think of what exactly I was told about it
when I was a small girl and then trying to translate that into English. It does not sound too difficult, yet it
can be if you are multilingual. I was fifteen years old when I moved to the United States and my English
was what I would call ‘tourist English’. I could ask you where the bathroom was but I would probably

only understand about twenty-five percent of your answer. That same fall, in my first high school English
class I was given a copy of Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare. There was always a hardcover

dictionary in my backpack which I quickly got out, looked up all the unknown words, and wrote above
them with a pencil what they meant. I could not understand most of the words but even with the ones I

did, stringing a combination of them together to decipher their allusion and symbolism was a lost cause.

This went on for a while, then in sophomore English, the first required reading was written by none other
than my adversary, Shakespeare. To my surprise when I opened Macbeth, the three witches came alive, I
understood the language. I made it safely to the other side! This was good, I was excited. But since I

learned most of what I know by hearing, switching between the two languages became more and more

difficult. It gave me a headache if I tried to give a detailed explanation of anything. The gap was too wide.
That is why I am not satisfied with my retelling of the story of Torda in either language. My Hungarian

feels rusty and my English laborious. Instead I use images to bridge this literal and symbolic gap between
my words and the places they describe.

Mirage
Remember n the former things, nor consider the things of old. Behold, I am doing a new thing; now it springs forth, do you n perceive it? I will
make a way in the wilderness and rivers in the desert. –Isaiah 43:18-19

The idea of home is like a mirage to the immigrant. Something to strive towards, never within reach, and
more of an illusion than a place. Home is your memories which belong only to you.

I read a story once of a young doe in a forest who was afraid of the dark shadows and

dangers around her. From the large meadow, where the deer went to eat you could see
far far away, over wide mountains, large valleys, dipping hills to distant mountains.

These mountains were blue, pure, innocent blue. And the young fawns, who were still

learning, would ask their mothers why are these faraway mountains blue? The mothers

would always answer because over there exists no beast (human or animal), only peace.
It is always warm, never snow or frost or wind. Then the little ones asked why they

could not all go there, only to hear the same answer accompanied by a great sigh each
time: it is not possible. ‘How do you know what they are like then?’ they would ask.
‘Because our elders told us they came from there’ the mothers would say.

But then one day, one of the fawns decided to find her way to these blue mountains. She followed the

original trail, even as the landscape became more rugged and the climate got colder and colder. Finally, she
met a buck and he whispered: “Run! The wolves are coming!” For a while, they ran together until the
buck asked the doe where she was from. “From far far away,” panted the doe all out of breath while
pointing backward with her snout. “From the blue mountains,” asked the buck, his mouth open in

surprise. The doe looked back stunned, only to see blue mountains in the distance, the mountains of her

home. All a sudden she felt a desire for that old meadow, for the sparkling springs, and young pine trees.

“That can’t be”–answered the buck–"our elders told us that it is a place with no beasts, humans or animals.
Just peace and warmth, never cold or danger.” But the doe nodded, yes with a heavy heart and turned

around. Without looking back, her head down, she started towards the blue mountains. By the time she

neared the edge of her forest, it was snowing. One of the young fawns saw her and ran up to her excited to
inquire: “Did you find them? The blue mountains? You came back for us, to take us with you for it is bad
here, cold and dangerous.” The doe stopped and looked back at the mountains she journeyed to, shaking
her head slowly. “Our mothers are right, you can’t go there.” she said quietly. *

*Based on the story MESE A KEK HEGYEKROL by Albert Wass

Ultra Silvam
The first mention of Transylvania as a place is in a document from 1075, in Latin, and it calls it Ultra
Silvam or translated ‘on the other side of the woods.’

Aspen trees are native to the Northern Hemisphere and have been studied for centuries for sharing

one (often enormous) root system. Imagine to be such a beautiful, proud and tall specimen covered with

majestic white bark! To not only have roots, and deep ones at that, but to have them connect to those all
around you. On the other hand, even if you were rootless or independent amongst the system of

connected vines, from the ground up you would look exactly the same. You would still be a tree, you

would still serve the same purpose. Art has always served as that purpose for me. It is where I can feel
connected, even if only from the ground up. The making of things is the other side of the woods.

This past winter, it was my privilege to be part of a collaborative group of printmakers learning

about wood engraving. We would shed our long winter coats every Monday night and gather around a

tiny but warm studio, putting our heads together to leaf through books, discuss, make, and master this old
and almost forgotten printing method. It was during one of these meetings that I came across the book,
Growing New Roots: An Essay with Fourteen Wood Engravings by Clare Leighton.

Leighton divides immigrants into two different categories, based on the nature of their roots:
As the ro s of some plants stretch wide and ﬂat across the soil, so do the ro s of some people. These are moved
with relative ease, ... they can ﬁnd earth enough for their sustenance in the cement of any city ... But there is the
her type ... with the long tap ro s which seek nourishment deep beneath the surface of the earth .... and as

their lives have been shaped by earth rather than by the less individualized world of a city, so do they love it and
need it with a poignancy.

I have always sought to connect myself to nature, maybe

because I do not have one country or culture to connect to. Like ivy
clinging to the rough bark of a tree, one can adapt to one’s

surroundings. Nature is full of contrasting features–fragile or strong,
temporal or enduring, accidental or purposeful, native or invasive.

Some materials are both–like the fibers or paper which are so small

and soft yet together with water that can form a strong woven bond.

Material and place are interchangeable in my

process and they constitute an index, or trace of time
and place That is one of the reasons why I found the
print to be such a fitting medium. The gradual

process of making a print is like the process by which
we build our memories. As we experience things, our

brain collects key elements and stores them. When we
try to remember we rebuild our experience and “add
on feelings, beliefs, or even knowledge...we bias our

memories of the past by attributing to them emotions
or knowledge we acquired after the event.” (Schacter
9) If a group of people gathered together and

someone told them to think of a forest they have been
to, it would not take long for their minds to conjure
up an image of such a place. Yet, all those images
would be reconstructed images of the past, or

memories–not replicas of time and place–but rather a
representation of the essence or key elements of that
time and place.

Brooks

Ady Endre: Az Értől az Óceánig
Az Ér nagy, álmos, furcsa árok,
Pocsolyás víz, sás, káka lakják.

De Kraszna, Szamos, Tisza, Duna
Oceánig hordják a habját.

S ha rám dől a szittya magasság,
Ha száz átok fogja a vérem,

Ha gátat túr föl ezer vakond,
Az Oceánt mégis elérem.

Akarom, mert ez bús merészség,
Akarom, mert világ csodája:
Valaki az Értől indul el

S befut a szent, nagy Oceánba.

Endre Ady: From the Brook to the Ocean*
A Brook is but a sleepy, strange trench
Occupied by mud, sedge, bulrush

But Kraszna, Szamos, Tisza, Duna
Will carry its foam to the Ocean.

And if the mountains will fall on me,

If a hundred curses pester my blood,

If a thousand barrages block my way,
I will still reach the Ocean.

I want to, for it is forlorn courage,

I want to, for it is the world’s wonder:

For one to begin at a Brook

Only to reach the saint, mighty Ocean.

* This is my venture at translating the untranslatable, a Hungarian poem by Ady Endre titled A z Erto ̈l az OceanigIt is by no means a word by word
translation but an attempt to express something of its original ﬂavor..

Sunﬂowers
Come with me into the ﬁeld of sunﬂowers is a better line than anything you will ﬁnd here, and the sunﬂowers themselves far more wonder l than
any words about them.
--Mary Oliver

My grandparents owned some fields where they would take my cousin and me to do some weeding while
they worked the harder physical tasks. My favorite of these fields was the one that had sunflowers on it.
They were beautiful; however, the main reason I liked that field the most is that I was shorter than the

sunflowers. With their large inflorescence, they provided me with a cooling shade from the hot August

sun. Underneath their canopies, my cousin and I would form little figures out of the soil and create our
own sunflower theater.

The hyper-awareness of the vulnerability of nature, of its changing and unchanging qualities, often

lends itself as the starting point to my work. A specific moment remembered is my matrix, or point of
departure, but it is in no way the end. Printmaking allows me to impose some guidelines and use

exploratory techniques to search for a conclusion in a sequential manner even when there might not be
one. I try to honor nature as a testament to the time and belonging.

I do not make art to describe nature. For such an endeavor feels so futile. I do not even make art to

describe places. For how could I possibly do them justice? Even if I were in the middle of the landscape

every time I made a mark, I could still not trust my depiction of it. For by the time this blundering attempt
made it home, the leaves might have changed color, the birds might have flown the nest, the stream might
have dried up, the trees might have been cut down, the factory might have been built.

No, I make art to open the door, to bridge the gap, to connect the shards, to contemplate, to

commemorate, to praise, and to be free.
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